Starts at 4:00
BP: Welcome remarks. We will be having a dedicated meeting day of the week during the
school year. Rundown of agenda for meeting.
4:08
MS: Budget updates, Approx. value of remaining funds from last year is $550, allocated SGA
funds for food comes out to about $1000. Shirt design is not yet completed, will likely sell for
between $15 and $20. Sweatshirts also an idea for additional merchandise later on in the year
(NWF)
4:14
JR: Operations update. Ops branch having meeting regarding climate shifts and are working on
the shift leader sign up form. Shared drive link:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ZAxBoOWuvdRJ5gjcyQ_nh3R7aBXvoykF?usp=sharing
Moving shift time up from 7-9 to 6-8
Ops branch will be monitoring shifts throughout the year for quality control purposes.
4:16
PR: Development update. Updates continuing on the website. Unable to schedule an internal
meeting so far regarding final stuff before school year. Cleaned out the database for a fresh
start in the coming school year.
4:18
DF: Outreach update. Waiting on meeting with Robby about standardizing design for our
posters, flyers, etc.. Working on something for the meeting prior to the WBB. Has rough outline
for now.
4:20
HB: Broadcast update. Met with Robby to get passwords for social media accounts. Put up
August photo contest on twitter. Still needs access to FB page. Good response on twitter for
photo contest. Graphic creation for said event went well.
BP: Suggestion on September photo contest being made available for photos taken not just in
Oklahoma over summer.
4:22

BP: Exec update. Coordinated meeting with SPC people. Got a drive folder full of aviation info.
Working with Aisha on DEI training for upcoming year. Claire Chastain is out on maternity leave
so Aisha is point of contact for WBB going forward. Working with SCAN on getting
activities/games set up for the bash.
4:24
BP: No response in regards to Camp Crimson tabling opportunity, assuming that it will not
happen.
4:25
BP: Speakers for September/October meetings. For now, idea is SPC as the guests for
September meeting, likely would talk about case study or something like that. Board
unanimously approved that, so will reach out to them to get it going. As for October, Ethan
suggested someone from the private sector as an idea. Robby floated research as an
alternative. Drake offered to reach out to the chief broadcast meteorologist at a Tulsa station.
4:29
BP: Welcome Back Bash. Need to begin the social media push in the upcoming week. Outreach
needs to make flyer design for the meeting prior. Expect a volunteer form to help run the event.
Open to ideas for games/icebreaker type things. Will have actual food and not just snow cones
this year.
4:34
BP: Shifts and Shift Leaders. Working with Ops branch to create form for people to sign up as
shift leaders. Social media campaign to begin soon promoting earlier shift times. DEI training
will be mandatory for shift leaders. Want to avoid rotating shift leaders.
ES: Rotating shift leaders is a good opportunity to have more shift leaders than spots.
BP: Can have up to 3 leaders per shift if need be, stability is better option than rotation of shift
leaders.
RF: Consistency is best for maintaining attendance for particular shifts.
CM+SL: Rotations should go on the larger, more popular shifts. In order to provide shift leaders
with more time to create lectures.
DF: Rotating shift leaders adversely effects attendance.
4:45
CM: questions on what the DEI training will entail.
BP: Explained that last year it was a large calendar for scheduling but that is subject to change
for upcoming year.
4:48

BP: Confirming board approval for moving shift time from 7-9 pm to 6-8 pm.
JR: Pointed out that a benefit of it is that the buses don’t run at 9 pm, so it helps members with
no other means of transportation.
4:51
RF: Raised concern that 67% attendance requirement could be too high.
BP: Idea for FEMA courses, Storm Spotter trainings, and Big Event could be added as
supplemental options.
4:54
BP: Aviation Weather. Will be testing out aviation section in the AFD this fall. Optional but
encouraged for shift leaders to include it in their shift plans during forecasting. After enough
testing; will be revisited to see if we want to continue with it. TAFs will be punted to next
semester pending results of aforementioned AFD. Upcoming meeting with SPC with Operations
branch + Robby and Marty to discuss Aviation topics. Asked outreach to create some aviationthemed graphics to raise awareness of this aspect of OWL meetings.
5:01
BP: Opened floor for discussion on future of the climate shift. Shift moving from Sunday to
Thursday.
SL: Making climate discussion for south-central plains. Make own drought monitor for local
region. Potentially working with the Climate Adaptation Center and analyzing climate maps put
out by NOAA in shift.
PR: Asks if it is necessary to just have a text discussion, or also an image component on the
website.
5:08
BP: Sunday will have Shift Leader office hours run by Ops branch. Discussing details of that.
5:12
BP: Broadcast Shift. Opening floor to suggestions/questions from Hunter.
HB: Has been working with Alexa to figure out how best to maintain attendance and interest in
broadcast. Wants to make it more widely known that the broadcast shift exists, and thinks that
making it more accessible and personable will make attendance increase.
5:17
BP: Planning on going to various classes to advertise OWL, HOOT, different shifts, and earlier
start times.

5:21
BP: Reminder that google spreadsheet exists for board member contact info exists. Board
Member Contact Information Will send out a When2Meet for figuring out a set time for meetings
during the year.
5:30
Meeting ended.

